CH Eastwind's Get Your Shine On ................................................................. Jackie Allen & Jolynn Athorp  
CH Beaubriar Face Of Victory ................................................................. Al Biedron & Michelle DeChambeau & Lois Biedron  
CH Bellary Livin' On A Prayer At Eireannmada ...................................... Greg Brooone  
CH Jadestar N Cairncross Wild Wild West ........................................... Kathleen Crocker & Renette Berggren  
CH Jadestar Unbridled At Cairncross ...................................................... Kathleen Crocker & Renette Berggren  
CH Beaubriar Good Luck Charm ............................................................ Andrea Danhauer & Michelle DeChambeau & Jim Danhauer  
CH Sandcastle Legal Treasure ................................................................. Linda Dick  
CH Rusticwood Dawn's Early Light RN CGC ........................................... Carolyn S Dison & Mindi Coker  
CH Calmarra Romancing The Stone ....................................................... Martha Donnell  
CH Jamonds Hallelujah ............................................................................ Jacqueline Drummond & Duane P Drummond  
CH Cashlyn Redpath Monsoon Rain ..................................................... Elizabeth Duddy & Lori Hoff  
CH Kinloch's Cease And Desist ............................................................... Patty Fanelli & Mike Fanelli  
CH Clarendon's Profiles In Courage ....................................................... Cindra Fisher  
CH Vermilion's A Wanted Man ............................................................... Bruce Foote & Mary Foote  
CH Mullinahone Honor Code ................................................................. John J Frisby  
CH Kellyn N Visionquest's Special Effects ............................................. Ms. Denise Asaro Hall & Coleen McGee & Ms. Kelsey Danielle Hall  
CH Shadowmere's Southern Charm ....................................................... Karren Harrison & Coleen McGee  
CH Shadowmere's Vision In The Sky ...................................................... Karren Harrison & Judy Thomas-Killam & Diane Anderson  
CH Durin's Summer Sensation ............................................................... Carmen A Hufstetler  
CH Beaubriar's Storm Warning ............................................................. Janet Jenkins Hylton & Gary Hylton  
CH Anamacara May The Force Be With You ....................................... Gail Jackson & Tami Jackson & John O Jackson  
CH Anamacara Ready For Prime Time ................................................ Gail Jackson & Tami Jackson & John Jackson  
CH Windrose Dressed For Success RN CGC ....................................... Patricia M Johnson & Carole A Walters  
CH Kellyglen's It's All About Me ........................................................... Kathy Jones  
CH Rusticwood Early Morning Blues .................................................... Linda Carol Kalmar D.V.M.  
CH Ramblin' Red Not By Chance ........................................................... Anne Marie Kubacz &  
CH Trendssetters' Tenacity .................................................................... Kathleen Landon  
CH Rusticwood Early Warning .............................................................. Vicki & Ron Larmour  
CH Claret Blazing Sunset CGCA TKN .................................................. DEBORAH LAWRENCE & Donald Lawrence  
CH Seanpat Macse JH ............................................................................ Patricia J Lyons M.D.  
GCH CH Tapestry's Good Day Sunshine ............................................... Ms. Amy Russell Maxwell  
CH Militza's I'Li Huff And I'Li Puff ......................................................... Tracy McNeal & Roger McNeal Jr. & Kenneth R Wall & Joel Fisher D.V.M.  
CH Evergreen Pumpkin Spice ............................................................... Mary Merlo  
CH Redtale The Fox & The Hound .......................................................... Debbie Murray  
CH Erin's Waiting For A Chance ............................................................. Andrea Nafziger & Erin Callahan  
CH Yorick's Heartbreaker ....................................................................... Angelina Nikolic  
CH Crimsonacre Ramblinred Windfall ................................................. Mariette T O'Malley & Anne Marie Kubacz & Ronald A Perry
CH Rusticwood Mystic Traveler BN RN .................................................. Amy Osowski & Carolyn S Dison & Jordan Coker
CH Clarendon's Winning Streak At The Bellagio.......................................................... Roz Pazina & Dale Pazina
CH Ramblin' Red Slam Dunk Roosevelt's Wisdom............................................ Debra Doulette-Pendexter & Randy Pendexter
CH Clarendon's New Year Resolution........................................................................... Laurie A Raymond & Robert E Crader
CH Silvermoon Starry Starry Night CGC................................................................. Sharon Rehmeyer & Judith K Peterson & Ted Rehmeyer
CH Avon Farm Blue Suede Shoes ............................................................................. Ms. Leslie Ann Russell
CH Avon Farm Shine A Light..................................................................................... Ms. Leslie Ann Russell
CH Avon Farm Sovereign Rule..................................................................................... Ms. Leslie Ann Russell
CH Ramblin' Red Slam Dunk Brigadier General ... Nancy Salmon & Randolph Kubacz & Anne Marie Kubacz & Mr. Peter Kubacz
CH Ramblin' Red Slam Dunk League Of Nations .... Nancy Salmon & Randolph Kubacz & Anne Marie Kubacz & Mr. Peter Kubacz
CH Beaubriar's Ambition SHDN........................................................................... Sarah Schroeder & Michelle De Chambeau
CH Rendition Treasure Every Minute CGC ............................................................. Dawn Secord & Rich Secord
CH Windwood Celestial Starfall.............................................................................. Pam S Seipkes
CH Windwood Dark Force Rising CGC ................................................................. Pam Seipkes & MARY L FREEMAN
CH Emerald Isl's My Blue Heaven........................................................................... Jackie Shelest & Cynthia Kullik
CH Beaubriars Mak'N Waves At Dipauls ......................................................... Diane Spohn & Michelle De Chambeau & Paul J Spohn
CH Ramblin' Red Slam Dunk Irish Rover ................ Katherine Toohey & Randolph Kubacz & Anne Marie Kubacz & Mr. Peter Kubacz
CH Shadowmere's Southwind At Jewelset............. Kim Velletri & Patricia Campbell & Julie Waters & Patrica Grocott
CH Erin's Wait For It .................................................................................................... Antoinette Whipple & Erin Callahan

GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Roclyn Half Pint MHA ................................................................. Sandy Barrett & Cynthia Stanford & John Barrett
GCH CH Beaubriar's Storm Warning....... Brenda Hunsicker & Michelle De Chambeau & Rick Fiacco & Bob Hunsicker
GCH CH Tapestry's Good Day Sunshine........................................................................... Ms. Amy Russell Maxwell
GCH CH Windntide Beachcomber DJ DN .................................................. Patrick McGarry & Katherine Toohey & Carol McGarry
GCH CH Cairncross Not Easy To Be Me CGCA ................................................... Susan Mikula & Pam Gale
GCH CH Tramore Premier Duet RN CGC ................................................................. Gwendolynn Newman & John Newman

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE
GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ........................................... Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
GCHB CH Courtwood Blazin' His Own Trail BN RN .............................................. Eileen Harbour
GCHB CH Fyrethorn It's Elementary BN CGCA...................................................... Richard Krasley & Debra Krasley
GCHB CH Windwood Northern Sun ............................................................................ Paula Rausch

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CHAMPION
CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO ....................................... Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

CHAMPION TRACKER
CH CT Sunrunner's Heartbeat Of America CD BN RN JH........................................ Jeanine R Wilson & Tristan Wilson

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION
GCH CH MACH Rosette Mardi Gras BN RN JH MXB MJS XF T2B ......................................... Cathy Dever
PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN

COMPANION & PERFORMANCE EVENT TITLES

COMPANION DOG

Redfeathers Kick It Up A Notch CD PCD BN RN RATN CGC TKN .......................................................... Wendy L Culbertson
Beckery Odds On CD PCD BN RN CGC ........................................................................................................ Alleen F Frazier & Deborah Sherwood
Emerald Isl’s Anything Goes CD RN JH ........................................................................................................ Dan Graham & Ann Graham
CH Anamacara Love At First Sight CD PCD BN RA CGC .......................................................... Gail Jackson & Tamara Jackson & John O Jackson
Fyrethorn Exactly Right CD BN NA NAJ OF TKN ........................................................................... Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy
GCH CH Rosette Come Fly With Me CD BN RN OA OAJ NF .......................................................... Debbie Murray
Ohkom’s Chaos Out Of Control CD PCD BN RN NA NAJ NF .................................................................. Linda Scopa
Shadyview’s Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN .......................................................... Marty Siegrist
Ramblin’ Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD BN RN ................................................................. Jeanine Wilson

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT

GCHB CH Kilkenny’s One Singular Sensation CDX BN CGCA .......................................................... Lydia P Miller-Butler & Timothy Sheridan & Jayne Wolfe Wikler
CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B ......................................................... Beverly Wallace

UTILITY DOG

C CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO .......................................................... Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT

C CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO .......................................................... Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

BEGINNER NOVICE

Captiva Quiet Reflection BN CGC ........................................................................................................ Ann Francoeur
Mckippen’s First Impression BN RN CGC TKI ........................................................................... Ann Francoeur & Jannah Murray & Tara Murray & Jannah and
GCHB CH Courtwood Blazin’ His Own Trail BN RN ........................................................................... Eileen Harbour
Fyrethorn Exactly Right CD BN NA NAJ OF TKN ........................................................................... Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy
CH Rusticwood Mystic Traveler BN RN .......................................................................................... Amy Osowski & Carolyn S Dison & Jordan Coker
Shadyview’s Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN .......................................................... Marty Siegrist
Ramblin’ Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD BN RN ........................................................................ Jeanine Wilson
GRADUATE OPEN

CH OTCH Redtaile Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO..............................Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

PREFERRED COMPANION DOG

Redfeathers Kick It Up A Notch CD PCD BN RN RATN CGC TKN ...........................................Wendy L Culbertson
CH Anamacara Love At First Sight CD PCD BN RA CGC.............................. Gail Jackson & Tamara Jackson & John O Jackson
Ohkom's Chaos Out Of Control CD PCD BN RN NA NAJ NF ......................................................Linda Scopa

OBEDIENCE MASTER 1

CH OTCH Redtaile Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO..............................Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray
CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF THDN CGCA TKA............Lynn Kwiatkowski

OBEDIENCE MASTER 2

CH OTCH Redtaile Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO..............................Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

RALLY NOVICE

Redfeathers Kick It Up A Notch CD PCD BN RN RATN CGC TKN ...........................................Wendy L Culbertson
Captiva's Keeping The Faith BN RN CGC..............................................................................Diane D'Entremont
CH Rusticwood Dawn's Early Light RN CGC .......................................................................Carolyn S Diso & Mindi Coker
Mckippen's First Impression BN RN CGC TKI.................................................. Ann Francoeur & Jannah Murray & Tara Murray & Jannah and
......................................................................................................................................................Tara Murray & Tegan Murray
Beaubriar Beautiful Beach Baby RN JH CGC ..................................................Jean Gates & Michelle DeChambeau & Paul Gates
Emerald Isl's Anything Goes CD RN JH .................................................................Dan Graham & Ann Graham
Redfeathers Just Kick It And Dance RN NAP NJP NFP ACT1 TKN .........................Jane Guidinger & M D Guidinger
GCHB CH Courtwood Blazin' His Own Trail BN RN .....................................................Eileen Harbour
Pinray's Crimson Sail RN JH ..............................................................................................Sharon Miller
CH Rusticwood Mystic Traveler BN RN .............................................................. Amy Osowski & Carolyn S Diso & Jordan Coker
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD BN RN .................................................Jeanine Wilson

RALLY ADVANCED

CH Anamacara Love At First Sight CD PCD BN RA CGC.............................. Gail Jackson & Tamara Jackson & John O Jackson
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN.....................................................Marty Siegrist

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT 2

CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF THDN CGCA TKA...........Lynn Kwiatkowski

TRACKING DOG

Shine-On Good To Go TD JH.................................................................................................Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN.....................................................Marty Siegrist
TRACKING DOG EXCELLENT

CH CT Sunrunner’s Heartbeat Of America CD BN RN JH.................................Jeanine R Wilson & Tristan Wilson

VARIABLE SURFACE TRACKER

CH CT Sunrunner’s Heartbeat Of America CD BN RN JH.................................Jeanine R Wilson & Tristan Wilson

JUNIOR HUNTER

Beaubriar Beautiful Beach Baby RN JH CGC ..................................................Jean Gates & Michelle DeChambeau & Paul Gates
Emerald Isl’s Anything Goes CD RN JH .............................................................Dan Graham & Ann Graham
Shine-On Good To Go TD JH .............................................................................Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson
Pinray’s Crimson Sail RN JH ...........................................................................Sharon Miller

NOVICE AGILITY

GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ..............................................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
GCH CH Rosette Victorian Rose NA NAJ NJP .....................................................Ms. DEBBIE ANN MURRAY & Laura Edwards-Johnson
Salisbury’s Meant To Be NA NAJ CGC ...............................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

OPEN AGILITY

GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ..............................................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
CH Cinnabar Heart’s Delight By Kinross CD BN RE OA AXJ NF CGC ......................Pamela Warner

AGILITY EXCELLENT

CH Flights Of Fancy Third Time’s A Charm JH MX MXJ ......................................Nina Johnson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT

CH Flights Of Fancy Third Time’s A Charm JH MX MXJ ......................................Nina Johnson
CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B ............................Beverly Wallace

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ..............................................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
GCH CH Rosette Victorian Rose NA NAJ NJP .....................................................Ms. DEBBIE ANN MURRAY & Laura Edwards-Johnson
Salisbury’s Meant To Be NA NAJ CGC ...............................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ..............................................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
CH Cinnabar Heart’s Delight By Kinross CD BN RE OA AXJ NF CGC .................Pamela Warner
EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

CH Flights Of Fancy Third Time's A Charm JH MX MXJ ................................................................. Nina Johnson
CH Cinnabaran Heart's Delight By Kinross CD BN RE OA AXJ NF CGC ........................................... Pamela Warner

MASTER EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

CH Flights Of Fancy Third Time's A Charm JH MX MXJ ................................................................. Nina Johnson
CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B ......................................................... Beverly Wallace

NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED

Lake Effect Stars And Stripes Dillon Of Creedmoor NAP CGC........................................ Suzanne Beyer & Bonnie J Sheldon
Redfeathers Just Kick It And Dance RN NAP NJP NFP ACT1 TKN ............................................. Jane Guidinger & M D Guidinger
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN......................................................... Marty Siegrist

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED

Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP MJP OFP RATO CGC TKN ......................................................... Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 3

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 4

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 5

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 6

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

Redfeathers Just Kick It And Dance RN NAP NJP NFP ACT1 TKN ........................................ Jane Guidinger & M D Guidinger
Damon's Kiss Me Kate RN NAP NJP CGC .............................................................................................. Patricia M Johnson & Carole A Walters
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN......................................................... Marty Siegrist

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED

Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP MJP OFP RATO CGC TKN ......................................................... Wendy L Culbertson
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 4

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ...........
.........................................................................................................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 5

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ...........
.........................................................................................................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 6

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ...........
.........................................................................................................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 7

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ...........
.........................................................................................................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT 2

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ...........
.........................................................................................................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

AGILITY FAST NOVICE

GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ............................................................. Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson

AGILITY FAST OPEN

GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN ............................................................. Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B ............................................................. Beverly Wallace

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B ............................................................. Beverly Wallace

AGILITY FAST NOVICE PREFERRED

Redfeathers Just Kick It And Dance RN NAP NJP NFP ACT1 TKN ..................................................Jane Guidinger & M D Guidinger

AGILITY FAST OPEN PREFERRED

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ...........
.........................................................................................................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

Ohkom Princess Stripey From Planet Chaos CD PCD BN RE OA OAJ MXP AJP OFP ................................. Linda Scopa
**TIME 2 BEAT**

CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B .............................................................. Beverly Wallace

**MASTER SILVER AGILITY**

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MJB MXB MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

**MASTER BRONZE JUMPER**

CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB XF T2B .............................................................. Beverly Wallace

**MASTER SILVER JUMPER**

GCH CH MACH Rosette Mardi Gras BN RN JH MXB MJS XF T2B................................................................. Cathy Dever

**MASTER SILVER JUMPER PREFERRED**

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MJB MXB MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

**MASTER GOLD JUMPER PREFERRED**

MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MJB MXB MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN ............
.............................................................................................................................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

**AGILITY COURSE TEST 1**

Redfeathers Just Kick It And Dance RN NAP NJP NFP ACT1 TKN ............................................. Jane Guidinger & M D Guidinger

**CANINE GOOD CITIZEN**

Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP MJP OFP RATO CGC TKN ............................................................. Wendy L Culbertson

CH Seafarer’s Poker Face CGC........................................................................................................ Wayne Dandelske & Jerri Dandelske & Jamie Clay

Mckippen’s First Impression BN RN CGC TKI ............ Ann Francoeur & Jannah Murray & Tara Murray & Jannah and
.............................................................................................................................................................. Tara Murray & Tegan Murray

CH Windrose Dressed For Success RN CGC ............................................................... Patricia M Johnson & Carole A Walters

CH Windrose Dressed For Success RN CGC ............................................................... Patricia M Johnson & Carole A Walters

Damon’s Kiss Me Kate RN NAP NJP CGC ............................................................... Patricia M Johnson & Carole A Walters

Ramblin’ Red Slam Dunk Smarty Pants CGC ............ Anne Marie Kubacz & Randolph Kubacz & Katherine Toohey &
.............................................................................................................................................................. Mr. Peter Kubacz & Anne Marie Kubacz

Brodruggan Ruby Tuesday CGC ......................................................................................................... Coleen McGee & Joan Fiser

CH Silvermoon Starry Starry Night CGC ............................................................................................ Sharon Rehmeyer & Judith K Peterson & Ted Rehmeyer

Salisbury’s Meant To Be NA NAJ CGC ............................................................................................... Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
Beaubriar Beautiful Beach Baby RN JH CGC ......................................... Jean Gates & Michelle DeChambeau & Paul Gates
Claret Blooming Wildflower CGCA TKN.................................................. Donald Lawrence & DEBORAH LAWRENCE
CH Claret Blazing Sunset CGCA TKN ........................................................ DEBORAH LAWRENCE & Donald Lawrence
GCH CH Cairncross Not Easy To Be Me CGCA CGCU ................................ Susan Mikula & Pam Gale

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN URBAN
GCH CH Cairncross Not Easy To Be Me CGCA CGCU ..................................... Susan Mikula & Pam Gale

SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN................................................... Marty Siegrist

SCENT WORK BURIED NOVICE
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN................................................... Marty Siegrist

SCENT WORK HANDLER DESCRIIMINATION NOVICE
CH Beaubriar's Ambition SHDN................................................................. Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
2017 ISCA AWARD WINNERS

We gratefully acknowledge the donors of the awards listed below.

OBEDIENCE AWARDS

BEGINNER NOVICE (BN) AWARD
Mary Lamphier
Highest total score completing a BN

Winner: Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN
Owner: Marty Siegrist
590 pts

Runner-up: Fyrethorn Exactly Right CD BN NA NAJ OF TKN
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy
588 points

BEGINNER NOVICE (BN) AWARD
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
Fyrethorn Trophy
In honor of CH Fyrethorn Straighflush BN RN CGC ROM ROMV “Celine”
Highest total score completing a BN by a CH owner handled

Winner: GCHB CH Stomar's Diamond Lights The Way BN RA
Owner: Bobbi Fisher & Mr. Nathan A Fisher & Darcy Valente
548.5 pts

Runner-up: No applicants

NOVICE A COMPANION DOG (CD) AWARD
Shea Swanson
Cassi Girl Trophy
In memory of Vermilion Sentimental Journey, “Cassi”
Highest total score completing a CD title from Novice A

Winner: Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD BN RN JH AX MXJ XF CGCA TKN
Owner: Donna and Jeff Salisbury
569.5 pts

Runner-up: Redfeathers Kick It Up A Notch CD PCD BN RN RATN CGC TKN
Owner: Wendy Culbertson
560 pts
NOVICE B COMPANION DOG (CD) AWARD
Aileen Frazier
In memory of Witchwynd Sunday’s Dream CDX GN BN RE CGC
Highest total score completing a CD title from Novice B

Winner: Emerald Isl's Anything Goes CD RN JH
Owner: Dan Graham & Ann Graham
584 pts

Runner-up: Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN
RA SCN SBN
Owner: Marty Siegrist
578.5 pts

GRADUATE NOVICE / GRADUATE OPEN (GN/GO) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing a GN or GO by a CH, owner handled

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
591 pts

Runner-up: No applicants

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT (CDX) AWARD
Danice Casper, Ph.D.
Wolfscroft Trophy
In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper
Highest total score completing a CDX title

Winner: GCHB CH Kilkenny's One Singular Sensation CDX BN CGCA
Owner: Lydia Miller-Butler & Jayne Wolfe Wikler & Timothy Sheridan
571 pts

Winner: CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB
XF T2B
Owner: Beverly Wallace
571 pts

UTILITY DOG (UD) AWARD
Nina Johnson
Highest total score completing a UD title

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
577.5 pts

Runner-up: Fyrethorn The Devil Pays Double UD RE CGCA
Owner: Johanna Jablonski
562 pts

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT (UDX) AWARD
Kay & Bill Bedeau
Token Trophy
In memory of CH OTCH Bluewin’s Fancy O’Saughnessy JH VC and CH OTCH Bentree Token’s Iceman Cometh UDX2 RE JH AX AXJ VC
For earning the most legs towards a UDX title during the award year (multiple UDX titles do not count)

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
10 legs

Runner-up: No applicants

FIRST PLACEMENTS AT ALL-BREED TRIALS AWARD
ISCA
Glencho Ruddy Oogh Trophy
In memory of Emily Schweitzer
Greatest number of first placements in Novice, Open or Utility at all-breed trials

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
19 first placements

Runner-up: Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD BN RN JH AX MXJ XF
CGCA TKN
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
2 first placements

GREATEST TOTAL SCORE, FIRST TO FOURTH PLACE AWARD
Tristan Wilson
Smitten Trophy
In honor of Sunrunner’s Harlequin Romance CD BN RN JH VC CGC, “Smitten”
Highest total score placing first to fourth in obedience trials

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
8436 pts

Runner-up: CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF THDN CGCA TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
1346 pts
HIGH COMBINED AWARD
Patti Normandin
In memory of U-CDX Token’s Into The Woods UD RTD CGC
Highest combined score in Open and Utility at one trial

Winner:  CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner:  Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
396.5 pts

Runner-up:  No applicants

SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD
ISCA
Greatest number of firsts at independent Specialty Shows

Winner:  CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER
RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF THDN CGCA TKA
Owner:  Lynn Kwiatkowski
4 specialty firsts

Runner-up:  Captiva In Excelsis Deo CDX BN RE AX MXJ OF NFP THD
Owner:  Sandra Ambrogi
3 specialty firsts

Runner-up:  Fyrethorn Exactly Right CD BN NA NAJ OF TKN
Owner:  Lynn Kwiatkowski & Charles Sloughfy & Frances L Sloughfy
3 specialty firsts

HIGHEST SCORING CHAMPION AWARD
ISCA
Highest scoring Champion of record in obedience competition

Winner:  CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner:  Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
595.5 pts

Runner-up:  CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER
RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF THDN CGCA TKA
Owner:  Lynn Kwiatkowski
590.5 pts

OBEDIENCE TITLE, POINTS TOWARD CHAMPION AWARD
Sandy Jones
Ireland’s Irish Trophy
In memory of Nonda Jones
For completing an Obedience title and accumulating at least two points towards a breed Championship
Winner: Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD BN RN  
Owner: Jeanine Wilson  
CD and 5 pts

Runner-up: Ohkom's Chaos Out Of Control CD BN RN NA NAJ NF  
Owner: Linda Scopa  
CD and 4 pts

OTCH POINTS AWARD  
ISCA  
For earning the greatest number of OTCH points

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO  
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray  
110 pts

Runner-up: No applicant

CHAMPION TRACKER AWARD  
Jeanine Wilson  
Shevy Trophy  
In honor of CH CT Sunrunner’s Heartbeat of America CD BN RN VST JH VC CGC, “Shevy”  
For attaining Champion Tracker title

Winner: CH CT Sunrunner's Heartbeat Of America CD BN RN JH  
Owner: Jeanine R Wilson & Tristan Wilson

RALLY AWARDS  

RALLY NOVICE (RN) AWARD  
Valerie Mahoney  
In memory of Rendition Love Me Do CD RN CGC  
Highest total score completing an RN title

Winner: MACH Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisburys RN JH  
MXB MJS XF T2B CA CGCA TKN  
Owner: Donna and Jeff Salisbury  
293 pts 22 defeated

Runner-up: Emerald Isl's Anything Goes CD RN JH  
Owner: Dan and Ann Graham  
293 pts 17 defeated
RALLY ADVANCED (RA) AWARD
Pat Boldt
Dublin Meadows Trophy
In honor of Am.Int. CH Arista’s Royal Moment CD RE CGC
Highest total score completing an RA title

Winner: Shadyview’s Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN
Owner: Marty Siegrist
279 pts

Runner-up: GCHS CH Rusticwood Bentley Corsica CD RE CGC TKN
Owner: Carolyn S Dison
265 pts

RALLY EXCELLENT (RE) AWARD
Carole Raschella
In memory of Sunshine’s Gift of Galway CD RAE2 CGC
Highest total score completing an RE title

Winner: GCHS CH Rusticwood Bentley Corsica CD RE CGC TKN
Owner: Carolyn S Dison
276 pts

Runner-up: GCH CH Meadowview Star Garnet PCD BN RE NAJ
ACT2 TKN
Owner: Robyn and Mitch Foust
241 pts 3 defeated

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT (RAE) AWARD
Phil & Deanna Cuchiaro
In memory of Cuchiaro’s Rescued Lucky Sham CGC Therapy Dog, “Rocky”
Highest total score completing an RAE title

Winner: No applicants

AGILITY AWARDS

NOVICE STANDARD AGILITY (NA) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an NA title

Winner: GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN
Owner: Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
300 pts 39.08 secs under

Runner-up: CH Stomar’s Aurora Borealis RN NA NAJ NJP CGC
NOVICE AGILITY JUMPERS (NAJ) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an NAJ title

Winner: GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN
Owner: Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
300 pts. 31.15 secs under

Runner-up: GCH CH Meadowview Star Garnet PCD BN RE NAJ ACT2 TKN
Owner: Robyn Foust & Mitch Foust
288 pts 18.89 secs under

NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED (NAP) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an NAP title

Winner: CH Challenge Royal Wulff NAP NJP NFP DN
Owner: Christina Fleming & David Fleming & Mary Jane Mowry
295 pts 88.31 secs under

Runner-up: Redfeathers Just Kick It And Dance RN NAP NFP ACT1
Owner: Jane Guidinger & M D Guidinger
290 pts 77.93 secs under

OPEN AGILITY (OA) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an OA title

Winner: GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA OAJ OF CGC TKN
Owner: Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
290 pts 38.58 secs under

Runner-up: Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD BN RN JH AX MXJ XF CGCA TKN
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
285 pts. 62.59 secs under

OPEN AGILITY JUMPERS (OAJ) AWARD
Jane Guidinger
Redcoat Trophy
*In memory of CH Soraj Chances Are CD RAE AX AXJ THD*
Highest total score completing an OAJ title
Winner: GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA OAOF CGC TKN  
Owner: Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson  
288 pts 10 secs under

Runner-up: No applicants

AGILITY EXCELLENT (AX) AWARD  
Cathy Dever  
In honor of Arista's Grand Irish Crème CD JH MX MXJ AXP AJP VC  
Highest total score completing an AX title

Winner: Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD BN RN JH AX MXJ XF  
CGCA TKN  
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
300 pts 64.69 secs under

Runner-up: CH Flights Of Fancy Third Time's A Charm JH MX MXJ  
Owner: Nina Johnson  
300 pts 45.21 secs under

AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (AXJ) AWARD  
Andy Middleton  
Highest total score completing an AXJ title

Winner: Meadowview Five Star Cayenne PCD BN RAE JH AX AXJ  
OF CGC TKN  
Owner: Robyn Foust & Mitch Foust  
300 pts 27.42 secs under

Runner-up: CH Flights Of Fancy Third Time's A Charm JH MX MXJ  
Owner: Nina Johnson  
300 pts 24.63 secs under

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT (MX) AWARD  
Sue Mertens  
Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy  
In memory of CH Rapture's Ring of Fire UD JH MX MXJ VC FM  
Greatest number of seconds under course time completing an MX title

Winner: CH Shine-On Look No Further CDX RAE MX MXJ MJB OF T2B  
Owner: Beverly Wallace  
300 pts 175.73 secs under

Runner-up: Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's JH MX MXJ NF CA CGC  
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
300 pts 145.93 secs under
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (MXJ) AWARD
Donna and Jeff Salisbury
Ruby Trophy
In memory of MACH12 Salisbury's Tuesday Red Irish Jewel RN JH MXB4 MJG4 MXF TQX T2B2 VC, "Ruby"
Greatest number of seconds under course time completing an MXJ title

Winner: Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote BN RN JH OA MXJ OF CGCA TKN
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
300 pts 158.72 secs under

Runner-up: CH Shine-On Look No Further CD RAE AX MXJ OF
Owner: Beverly Wallace
300 pts 113.59 secs under

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT (TQX) AWARD
Terri & James Turner
Jazzi Trophy
In honor of MACH11 PACH Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed MXG4 MJC4 MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX FTC1
MFC TQX T2B3 T2BP, “Jazzi”
Highest total score completing a TQX title

Winner: No applicants

Master Century FAST (MFC) Award
Terri & James Turner
Jazzi Trophy
In honor of MACH11 PACH Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed MXG4 MJC4 MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX FTC1
MFC TQX T2B3 T2BP, “Jazzi”
For the member whose Irish Setter completes the MFC Title

Winner: No applicants

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIP (MACH) AWARD
Kristin Kamholz DVM
In memory of CH MACH2 Classic Bryce Canyon CD RE
Highest number of MACH points completing a first MACH

Winner: MACH Mystic's Hot To Trot JH MXB MJG XF
Owner: Cathy Gibbs & Ann C Smith
814 MACH points

Runner-up: MACH Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisburys JH MXB MJB XF CA CGC TKN
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
509 MACH Pts
FIELD AWARDS

PUPPY/DERBY FIELD TRIAL AWARD

Kevin & Jeannie Culver
In memory of FC AFC Runnymeade’s Karry Court Rocky JH ROM
For defeating the most dogs by placing first through fourth in Open and Amateur Walking Puppy and Amateur Walking Derby at AKC Field Trials

Winner:  Iskote Biiawanag
Owner:  Spero M Manson
45 Dogs defeated

Runner-up:  Mythodical's BEAremarkable
Owner:  Cassie Allen, Jean Webb, Sandra Jones
29 dogs defeated

AMATEUR STAKES AWARD

Marilyn & Fred Putz and Pam Wiegandt
CH Runwild Fiona Memorial Trophy
In memory of Virginia Hardin
For winning the most points in AKC Amateur Stakes

Winner:  NGDC FC AFC Brownhaven Ballistic
Owner:  W J Brown / Georgia G Brown
6 points

Runner-up:  No applicants

FIELD AWARD

Connie Vanacore, Sam McDonald, Ed Meyer and Jay Zirkle
Ken Ruff Memorial Trophy
For defeating the greatest number of dogs in adult stakes at AKC Field Trials

Winner:  FC Brophy's Gonzo Style
Owner:  Mary Palvelko
86 pts

Runner-up:  Quantonas Reciprocal
Owner:  Kelli Aitken
27 pts

FIELD TRIAL WINNERS AWARD

Karolynne McAteer
Red Barn Trophy
In memory of CH Red Barn Runnymeade Harmony JH
For winning the most points in stakes in which six or more compete
Winner: DC Mythodical's Notorious Rory Camble SH  
Owner: Janet Gomez
22 pts

Runner-up: Brophy's Kingpin  
Owner: Mary Pavelko
13 pts

FIELD AND SHOW AWARD  
Cassie Allen
_In memory of FC Mythodical's Uncommon Jade JH ROM_
For having at least two points towards a conformation championship and winning the most points in field trial stakes.

Winner: No Applicants

FIELD SIRE AWARD  
Ken & Linda Ruff Family  
Brophy Trophy
For the sire whose get win the greatest number of field championship points

Winner: FC Heiligsepp's Blick  
Owner: Rich Strumpf
8 points

Runner-up: No applicants

FIELD MATRON AWARD  
Bill and Kathy Bryan
_In honor of Ken and Linda Ruff_
For the matron whose produce win the greatest number of field championship points

Winner: Mythodical Russell's Reba  
Owner: Cassie Allen & Brent Allen
8 points

Runner-up: No applicants

FIELD BREEDER AWARD  
Debbie & Andy Agnew
_In memory of FC Altamuskin Annie_
For the breeder winning the most championship points at AKC Field Trials

Winner: Cassie Allen
9 points
Runner-up:  Kelli Aitken 6 points  
W J Rhodes / Georgia Brown 6 pts

MULTIPLE VENUE AWARDS

BEST SIRE, VERSATILE COMPANION EVENTS AWARD
Megan Spencer
Shadyview’s Double Step Trophy
For the sire whose get earn the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles

Winner:  GCH CH Captiva Quitte Ou Double  
Owner:  John & Heidi Laabs/ Jill Taylor  
6 Titles, on 4 dogs

Runner-up:  No applicants

BEST MATRON, VERSATILE COMPANION EVENTS AWARD
Marty Siegrist
Shadyview’s Play It Again Trophy
For the matron whose produce earn the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles

Winner:  GCH CH Fyrethorn Stargazer  
Owner:  Charles A Sloughfy & Frances L Sloughfy  
4 Titles on 3 dogs

Runner-up:  MACH PACH2 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN  
Owner:  Wendy L Culbertson  
3 Titles on 2 dogs

ANNE SCHILLING MEMORIAL RESCUE AWARD
Margie Hohman & Great Lakes Rescue
In memory of Anne Schilling
For the Rescue Irish Setter who achieves the greatest number of titles

Winner:  Salisbury's Meant To Be NA NAJ CGC  
Owner:  Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
3 Titles

Runner-up:  MACH3 PACH5 Salisbury's Irish Bucket O’ Rust RN JH MXG MJB2 MXP12 MXPC MJP18 MJPG2 PAX5 OF XFP T2B T2BP THD CGC TKN  
Owner:  Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
2 Titles
MOST AKC TITLES AWARD
Jim & Cathy Gibbs
Charmin Trophy
In memory of MACH6 Rusticwood Swing Softly CD RA MXP AJP MXF, “Charmin”
For attaining the most titles on a dog (– Lifetime achievement and multiple titles do not count)

Winner: MACH Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury RN JH MXB MJS XF T2B CA CGCA TKN
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
9 Titles (Mach highest level)

Runner-up: Shadyview’s Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RA SCN SBN
Owner: Marty Siegrist
9 Titles (Adv. Highest level)

MOST AKC TITLES BY AN OWNER AWARD
Jeanine Wilson
Sunrunner Trophy
In honor of Am Int CH Sunrunner’s Romance CD BN RE JH VC SD TT CGC, “Romance” and CH CT
Sunrunner’s Heartbeat of America CD BN RN JH VC CGC, “Shevy”
For the owner attaining the most AKC titles (minimum of 2 dogs / 2 venues earning titles – Lifetime achievement and multiple titles do not count)

Winner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
21 Titles on 4 dogs

Runner-up: Robyn Foust & Mitch Foust
11 Titles on 3 dogs

MASTER HUNTER AWARD
Matt & Wendy Czarnecki
Bright Star Trophy
For earning a Master Hunter title and also earned a Champion, Field Champion, or Amateur Field Champion

Winner: No Applicants

CONFORMATION AND OBEEDIENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Judy Eaton
Chantilly Trophy
In memory of CH Chantilly Glory Times
For attaining the titles: Champion and Obedience Trial Champion

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM2 BN GO
Owner: Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray
OTCH & CH

Runner-up: No applicants
CONFORMATION AND AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Beverly Wallace
Bonnybrook Trophy
In memory of Am.Can. CH MACH Harborlight Promises to Keep CD JH VC EAC EJC CGC, "Allie"
For attaining the titles: Champion and Master Agility Champion

Winner:  GCH CH MACH Rosette Mardi Gras BN RN JH MXB MJS XF T2B
Owner:  Cathy Dever
MACH & CH

Runner-up:  No applicant

OБEDIENCE AND AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
Fyrethorn Trophy
For attaining the titles: Obedience Trial Champion and Master Agility Champion

Winner:  No applicants

FIELD AND OБEDIENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
ISCA
In Memory of Marilee Larson
For attaining the titles: Field Champion and Obedience Trial Champion

Winner:  No applicants

DUAL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD
ISC Milwaukee
In memory of Dale & Irene Walker
For attaining the titles of Champion and Field Champion

Winner:  No applicants

TRIPLE CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD
ISCA
For attaining the titles: Dual Champion and Obedience Trial Champion or Tracking Champion or Master Agility Champion

Winner:  No applicants

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP AWARDS

For each Junior qualifying for Westminster, AKC/Eukanuba National Championship or putting a title on a dog.

No Applicants
CONFORMATION AWARDS

NEW MEMBER AWARD
Lorraine Bisso
In memory of CH Hil-Mor’s Duke of Sheelin
For the new member in 2012 whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of firsts in regular classes or as Winners Dog or Winners Bitch

Winner: Galewinn's Rowan Up A Graceful River
Owner: Sharon & Robert Ney
4 wins - 12 points

Runner-up: Vermillion's A Study in Scarlet
Owner: Ann Marie & Jeff Dart
3 wins - 4 points

PUPPY DOG AWARD
Dewey & Jackie Drummond
For winning the Puppy Dog class the greatest number of times (competition required)

Winner: Evergreen Top That
Owner: Mary Merlo
8 wins

Runner-up: Emerald Isl's T For Texas
Owner: Debra Davis & Susan Schafer
5 wins

PUPPY BITCH AWARD
Marilyn Title
Marilyn Trophy
For winning the Puppy Bitch class the greatest number of times (competition required)

Winner: Emerald Isl's Ain't Misbehaving At Marlyn
Owner: Marilyn Title, Carolyn McKenzie & Susan Schafer
7 wins

Runner-up: Evergreen She's All That
Owner: Mary Merlo
6 wins

BEST PUPPY AWARD
Laura-Edwards Johnson
CH Rosette English Tea Tyme Memorial Trophy
For winning Best Puppy at Specialty Shows the greatest number of times
Winner: Beaubriar’s You Should Be So Lucky
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
3 wins – 52 defeated

Runner-up: Beaubriar Just My Luck
Owner: Debbie Wislon & Michelle DeChambeau
3 wins - 17 defeated

POINTS FROM PUPPY CLASS AWARD
Mary Merlo
Evergreen Trophy
In memory of Am. Can. CH Evergreen Smoke N Mirrors JH
For winning the greatest number of points from the Puppy class at 2 point or better shows (minimum 4 points)

Winner: Ch Jamonds Hallelujah
Owner: Jacquiline & Duane Drummond
8 points

Runner-up: Jolly Saint Nick O'Shenandoah
Owner: JoAnn Powers Medica & Leslie Russell
6 points

WINNERS AWARD
Susan Griffiths
Kerry-Eire Trophy
For winning the greatest number of points from any class other than Open

Winner: Ch Militza’s I’ll Huff and I’ll Puff
Owner: Tracy McNeal, Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Foel Fisher, DVM
18 points

Runner-up: Ch Jamonds Hallelujah
Owner: Jacquiline & Duane Drummond
17 points

BRED-BY EXHIBITOR DOG AWARD
Pat Kudla
Castlebar Trophy
For winning the Bred-by Exhibitor dog class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

Winner: Ch Militza’s I’ll Huff and I’ll Puff
Owner: Tracy McNeal, Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Foel Fisher, DVM
5 wins

Runner-up: Avon Farm Play with Fire At Kilkieran
Owner: Bobbie & Nathan Fisher
3 wins

BRED-BY EXHIBITOR BITCH AWARD
Patty & Mike Fanelli
Kinloch Trophy
For winning the Bred-by Exhibitor bitch class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

   Winner: Beaubriar's Awestruck
   Owner: Michelle De Chambeau
   8 wins

Runner-up: Ch Kellglen's Memories
Owner: Suzanne & Charles Walker
5 wins

OPEN DOG AWARD
Connie Vanacore
Ballycroy Trophy
For winning the Open dog class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

   Winner: No applicants

OPEN BITCH AWARD
Tom & Anita Gage
For winning the Open bitch class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

   Winner: Ch Shadowmere's Southwind At Jewelset
   Owner: Julianne Waters & Kim Velletri & Patricia Campbell & Patricia grocott
   5 wins

Runner-up: Ch Claret Blazing Sunset CGC TKN
Owner: Deborah & Donald Lawrence
4 wins

RESERVE WINNERS DOG AWARD
Dick & Lynn Caragol
Saltaire Trophy
For winning Reserve Winners Dog the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

   Winner: Emerald Isl's T For Texas
   Owner: Debra Davis & Susan Schafer
   4 wins

Runner-up: Ch Clarendon's New Year Resolution
Owner: Laurie & Robert Crader
2 wins
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH AWARD
Cindy Stanford
Roclyn Trophy
For winning Reserve Winners Bitch the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Ch Shadowmere's Vision in the Sky
Owner: Karren Harrison, Judy Killam, Jayneanne Wickler
8 wins

Runner-up: Ch Sandcastle Legal Treasure
Owner: Linda Dick
2 wins

WINNERS DOG AWARD
Jan Ziech
Lucky Morn Trophy
In Memory of "Chevy" – Am.Can. CH Tealwood Special Edition CGC TDI
For winning the greatest number of points at 2 point or better shows (BOW does not count)

Winner: Ch Bellary Ride Cowboy Ride RN TKN CGC
Owner: Rita Auprey & Christine Raposo
15 points

Runner-up: Ramblin' Red Slamdunk Brigadier General
Owner: Kathrine Toohey, Randy & Anne Marie Kubacz & Peter Kubaca & Nancy Salmon
9 points

WINNERS BITCH AWARD
ISC of Michigan
Shangrila Trophy
In memory of Bill & Lynn Mehring & CH Shangrila Moon Shadow
For winning the greatest number of points at 2 point or better shows (BOW does not count)

Winner: Ch Avon Farm Shine A Light
Owner: Leslie Russell
17 points

Runner-up: Ch Shadowmere's Southwind At Jewelset
Owner: Julianne Waters, Kim Velletri, Patricia Campbell & Patricia Grocott
16 points – 124 defeated

BEST OF WINNERS AWARD
Jay & Kellie Zirkle
Dunbrook Trophy
For the dog or bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going BOW (minimum of 3 wins)

Winner: Ch Jamonds Hallelujah
Owner: Jacqueline & Duane Drummond
253 defeated

Runner-up: Ch Shadowmere's Southwind At Jewelset
Owner: Julianne Waters, Kim Velletri, Patricia Campbell & Patricia Grocott
87 defeated

VETERAN DOG AWARD
Sandy Jones
Dreamtime Trophy
For winning the Veteran Dog class the greatest number of times (minimum 2 wins, competition required)

Winner: GHCP Evergreen Good Intentions
Owner: Mary Merlo
9 wins

Runner-up: GCH Ballymera Glory Day's of March CGCA
Owner: Patrice Clawson & Coleen McGee & Joan Fiser
5 wins

VETERAN BITCH AWARD
Pat & Carol McGarry
Windntide Trophy
For winning the Veteran Bitch class the greatest number of times (minimum 2 wins, competition required)

Winner: GCH Militza's Glitz "N Glamour
Owner: Tracy McNeal, Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Foel Fisher, DVM
5 wins

Runner-up: GCH Darnelle's Pennies From Heaven
Owner: Melinda Higby & Susan Schafer
2 wins

BREEDER/OWNER AWARD
Anne Marie, Randy & Peter Kubacz
Ramblin' Red Trophy
For the breeder/owner winning the greatest number of points with one or more Irish Setters bred by owner at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Michelle DeChambeau
66 points

Runner-up: Leslie Russell
34 points
BREEDER/OWNER AWARD
Cynthia Orr
Blueprint Trophy
For the breeder/owner defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 points or better shows

Winner: Ch Jamonds Hallelujah
Owner: Jacqueline & Duane Drummond
253 defeated

Runner-up: Ch Avon Farm Shine A Light
Owner: Leslie Russell
98 defeated

LITTER BREEDER AWARD
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
Fyrethorn Trophy
For the breeder of the litter whose members win the most championship points (minimum 2 in same litter required)

Winner: Katherine Toohey, Anne Marie & Randy Kubacz & Peter Kubacz
48 points

Runner-up: Debra Davis & Katherine Wheatley & Susan Schafer
40 points

BEST SIRE OF LITTER AWARD
Wayne & Maggie Ford
Herihunda Trophy
For the owner of the sire whose get from one litter win the greatest number of championship points (minimum 2 in same litter required)

Winner: Ch Kellyglen’s Wise Guy
Owner: Suzanne & Charles Walker
40 points

Runner-up: GCH Avon Farm Kingston Rule
Owner: Leslie Russell & Greg Browne
37 points

BREEDERS AWARD
Bill & Cathy Deily
Kerrybrook Trophy
For the breeder whose dog(s) win the most championship points as Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 point or better shows

Winner: Michelle DeChambeau
108 points

Runner-up: Leslie Russell
62 points

BEST SIRE AWARD
Anne Bolus
Dunholm Trophy
For the owner of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: GCH Ch Vermilions Sea Breeze
Owner: Mary & Bruce Foote
146 points

Runner-up: GCH Avon Farm Kingston Rule
Owner: Leslie Russell & Greg Browne
134 points

BREEDER-BEST SIRE AWARD
Melinda Higby
Chappell Trophy
For the breeder of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: Mary & Bruce Foot & C. Deslariers & K. Kazee

Runner-up: Carolyn Dison

BEST MATRON AWARD
Frank & Pat Haigler
Rendition’s CH Michael’s Patti O’Shea Trophy
For the owner of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: CH Ramblin’ Red Adelaide
Owner: Katherine Toohey & Anne Marie & Randy Kubacz & Peter Kubacz
60 points

Runner-up: Ch Rockherin National Treasurer
Owner: Katherine Wheatley, Debra Davis & Susan Schafer
40 points

BREEDER-BEST MATRON AWARD
Charlie & Suzanne Walker
Kellyglen Trophy
For the breeder of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: Anne Marie & Randy Kubacz & Peter Kubacz
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX AWARD
Sam H. McDonald
In memory of CH Powderhorn’s Call To Glory
For winning Best of Opposite Sex the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCHS CH Beaubriar's Defying the Odds
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
12 BOS

Runner-up: GCHB Ch Stomar's Diamond Lights the Way BN RA
Owner: Bobbie & Nathan Fisher & Darcy Valente
10 BOS

BEST DOG AWARD
Bob and Marge McKay
Morrignan Trophy
For the owner of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: GCHB Ch Fyrethorn It's Elementary BN CGCA
Owner: Richard & Debra Krasley
242 defeated

Runner-up: GCHS Ch MiJean's You Mad Bro?
Owner: Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Joanne Holmberg
223 defeated

BREEDER-BEST DOG AWARD
Jeanette Holmes
Estrella Trophy
In memory of CH Estrella Sand 'n' Sable ROM
For the breeder of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: Charles & Frances Sloughfy

BEST BITCH AWARD
Ann Mateer
CH Tirvelda Nutbrown Sherry Memorial Trophy
For the owner of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: GCHS CH Beaubriar's Defying the Odds
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
616 defeated

Runner-up: Ch Shadowmere's Southwind At Jewelset
Owner: Julianne Waters, Kim Velletri, Patricia Campbell & Patricia Grocott
196 defeated

BREEDER-BEST BITCH AWARD
Shirley Farrington
Shawnee Trophy
In loving memory of Richard Farrington
For the breeder of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe

BEST OF BREED AWARD
Sandie Baron & Heidi Baron Bennett
Gentree Trophy
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Baron
For the owner of the Irish Setter winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCHS CH Beaubriar's Defying the Odds
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
19 BOB

Runner-up: GCHS Ch MiJean's You Mad Bro?
Owner: Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Joanne Holmberg
16 BOB

BREEDER-BEST OF BREED AWARD
Danice Casper, Ph.D.
Wolfscroft Trophy
In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper
For the breeder of the Irish Setter winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe

BREEDER/OWNER, BEST OF BREED AWARD
Barbara Bernhardt
Erinmohr Trophy
For the Irish Setter bred by the owner and winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCHS CH Beaubriar's Defying the Odds
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
19 BOB
Runner-up: GCHS Ch MiJean's You Mad Bro?
Owner: Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Joanne Holmberg
16 BOB

BEST OF BREED FROM THE CLASSES, AT A SPECIALTY
Pam Seipkes
The Windwood Serenade Trophy
In memory of BISS Am/Can CH Windwood Serenade JH
For the Irish Setter who wins BOB from the classes (either sex may apply) at a Specialty.

Winner: No applicant

BEST OF BREED DOG, OWNER HANDLED AWARD
Ken & Debbie Davis
Emerald Isl's Trophy
For the owner of the Dog defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed

Winner: GCHB Ch Fyrethorn It's Elementary BN CGCA
Owner: Richard & Debra Krasley
301 defeated

Runner-up: No applicant

BEST OF BREED BITCH, OWNER HANDLED AWARD
Norbert & Nena Dee
Camelot Trophy
For the owner of the Bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed

Winner: GCHS Ch Lucky Morn Firecracker
Owner: Jan Ziech
52 defeated

Runner-up: GCHB Ch Stomar's Diamond Lights the Way, BN RA
Owner: Bobbie & Nathan Fisher & Darcy Valente
40 defeated

BEST OF BREED, SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD
Tom & Barbara Johnstone
Kintyre Trophy
For the owner of the dog or bitch winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at Specialty Shows (minimum 2 wins required)

Winner: GCHS CH Beaubriar's Defying the Odds
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
11 wins
Runner-up: GCH Darnelle's Pennies From Heaven
Owner: Melinda Higby & Susan Schafer
3 wins

SPORTING GROUP, BRED-BY EXHIBITOR AWARD
Pat Jesson
Fleetwood Farms Trophy
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Rumbaugh
For the Bred-by Exhibitor Irish Setter winning or placing in the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

Winner: GCHS Ch MiJean's You Mad Bro?
Owner: Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Johanne Homberg
107 points for group placements

Runner-up: No applicant

SPORTING GROUP AWARD
ISCA
Scarly Trophy
In memory of Penny Nunnally
For winning the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

Winner: GCHS Ch MiJean's You Mad Bro?
Owner: Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Johanne Homberg
14 Group 1’s

Runner-up: No applicant

BEST IN SHOW AWARD
Ken & Debbie Davis
Rockherin Trophy
In memory of Katherine & Frank Wheatley & CH Rockherin Sheena ROM
For winning the greatest number of Best In Show awards (minimum 4 wins)

Winner: No applicant

RESERVE BEST IN SHOW

Winner: No applicant

GOLDEN LEASH AWARD
ISCA
For winning the greatest number of championship points at shows of 3 points or better, and having no points as of January 1 of award year.

Winner: Ch Militza's I'll Huff and I'll Puff
Owner: Tracy McNeal, Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Foel Fisher, DVM
18 points

Runner-up: Ch Avon Farm Shine A Light
Owner: Leslie Russell
17 points

CHAMPION AWARD
President of ISCA
To the owner of the Irish Setter defeating the most dogs as Best of Breed

Winner: GCHS CH Beaubriar's Defying the Odds
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau & Kathleen Roscoe
625 points